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The text is translated by Mau, Die Religionsphilosophie Kaiser Julians, 
p. 169, as follows: "Wer ist denn so stumpfen Geistes, dass er nicht begreife, 
wie durch Hermes und Aphrodite alles Werden tiberall aufgerufen wird, 
das den Zweck des Uberall und Durchaus hat, der dem Logos besonders 
eigentuimlich ist ? " But this is quite impossible both in sense and grammar. 
I doubt if any parallel can be found for the expression TO 'VCKa TOV rarvT7), 

etc. On the other hand, it is familiar Platonic and Aristotelian doctrine 
that the things of generation, and especially the things of the organic world, 
are always purposive or teleological, have a final cause, a reXos or EKa 

TOV (more frequently ov &vcKa), in Aristotelian terminology. The mis- 
understood 7raVTr2 7raVTvs is merely characteristic Platonic, and still 
more neo-Platonic, intensity and fulness of expression, like 7raVTa 7ravTaXov 

above. What Julian says, then, is that Aphrodite appropriately represents 
the things of generation, and Hermes (Xo'ytos) their purposiveness, which is 
a characteristic of Xo'yos. 

In the same oration, 166A, for the meaningless evvto'vra & ovx Zs XAov 
c j, VrX' OtOV aiio TOJTO Wroc/pov, we must read, I think, avro Ct 
eaVro, or rather avTrov ets aVrov. This yields the paradoxical or " Pickwickian" 
sense so dear to the neo-Platonic mind. The word ervvdvat is used, but 
we are warned not to take it in its normal meaning. God goes forth- 
yet abides. Gallus is united-yet not with another but with himself. For 
the phrasing cf. wrpos a-5rv)v . . . . tvvdvat in Plato Tim. 58A. Philebus 32B: 
TIV 8' cis T7)V avT(Jwv ovtot'av oSo'v, and my emendation of Tim. 57B from cls 

avSa t-j to ets avlrra t which may be further supported by Hermias Irris. 7: 
ets 86 TV)v abrovT Ou'artv iavaiw aip; and by Diogenes Laert. viii 4: cls Ev'op- 

f3ov E'A&Zv (of transmigration). 
PAUL SEOREY 

EUMEN:S OR EUMRNOS? 

Sir Arthur Evans' argument (Syracusan "Medallions," pp. 59-60= 
Numismatic Chronicle [1891], pp. 263-64) for Eumenes as the true form of 
the Sicilian die-engraver's name seems to have carried more or less convic- 
tion to the minds of several numismatists. Mr. G. F. Hill, who, in his 
Handbook of Greek and Roman Coins, p. 194, impliedly commits himself to 
the form Eum6nos, in his Coins of Ancient Sicily (pp. 60-62) and in his 
catalogue of the Ward collection (Greek Coins and Their Parent Cities, 
pp. 41-42) writes "Eumenes." Dr. Regling proposes (Sammlung Warren, 
under No. 369) to recognize Eumenos and Eumenes as two different artists. 
In the new edition of the Historia Numorum Dr. Head-or is it Mr. Hill?- 
gives us (p. 175; cf. pp. 116, 937) "Eumenos or Eumenes," apparently 
declining to assume two persons, but leaving the name to the choice of the 
reader. 

The name, when not abbreviated, appears in the two forms EYMENOY 
and EYMHNOY. Is it necessary to remind scholars that the genitive of 
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Ev,.avq 
is Ev,.dvov ? To be sure, the name of Eumenes II of Pergamum 

does appear in the genitive on one group of his tetradrachms in the form 
EYMENOY, but this is much later. In Attic inscriptions such forms occur 
only after ca. 350 B.C. (Meisterhans, Grammatik der attischen Inschriften, 3d 
ed., ?53, 11). It is rash to assume this development at Syracuse in the fifth 
century B.C. If so, we must fall back on the simple old explanation, that 
Eumenos, living in a community which was only gradually adopting the 
Ionic alphabet, wavered between the older and the newer way of writing 
his name. Since the publication by Dr. Jacob Hirsch (Auctions-Catalog 
XIX, No. 252) of the tetradrachm with slow quadriga and the signature 
YONaMYa, it is impossible to assert, as Sir Arthur Evans did, that the 
engraver at the beginning of his career used the Ionic letter, H, in the 
second syllable of his name. 

It is true that the name Eumenos is not known to occur elsewhere. 
But, unique though it be, it is supported by the analogy of Ever7S and 
Evu po, as was pointed out long ago by Letronne. See Fick, Die griechi- 
schen Personennamen, 2d ed., p. 207. 

F. B. TARBELL 
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